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Abstract
In 2020, the 64th session of the UN Commission on the Status of Women (CWS) celebrated the 25th
anniversary of the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action that serves as the roadmap of the
women's human rights for realizing gender equality in full terms. 189 States supported the Beijing
roadmap in the strongest political terms for concerted actions. Despite achievements towards gender
equality under active oversight of women's organizations, the blueprint of the Beijing Platform of
Action needs still to be recommitted after 25 years. The CWS reiterates the "mutually reinforcing
relationship" between achieving gender equality and the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action
as well the gender-responsive implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
The women's NGOs recall substantial action before 2030 by drawing attention to a regime of gender
inequality and the slow progress towards empowerment of women and girls. While the gender
equality gaps in education, political, economic participation, and health are priorities of concern at
the global level, the COVID-19 has increased the violence against women and women's
unemployment due to isolations and occupational clustering worldwide. Against such a backdrop,
the global regression and/or stagnation in democracy create a new contestation area focusing on
gender equality having commonalities in different countries.
This lecture will elaborate on the future of women's human rights as promised by the States in the
Beijing Platform of Action in the light of diffusion of gender backlash strategies and democratic
regression. In this respect, the current discussions in Turkey, Poland, and Hungary will be a matter
of interest for predictions.
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